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Abstract
Disturbance can affect both the diversity and invasibility of communities. Many field studies have found correlations between diversity

and susceptibility to invasion, but if both factors independently respond to disturbance then spurious non-causal relationships may be

observed. Here, we show that disturbance can cause a temporal shift in the diversity–invasibility relationship. In a field experiment using

sessile marine communities, disturbance strongly affected both diversity and invasion such that they were highly correlated. Disturbance

facilitated initial invasion, creating a negative diversity–invasibility relationship when the invader first arrived. Over time, disturbance

hindered the persistence of invaders, creating a positive diversity–invasibility relationship. We suggest that temporal changes in the

diversity–invasibility relationship may have contributed to the �invasion paradox�, a term for the contrasting patterns of experimental and

observational studies of the diversity–invasibility relationship.
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INTRODUCTION

Biological invasions by non-native species are widely recognized as one of the greatest

threats to biodiversity (Vitousek et al. 1997). Identifying factors that facilitate or inhibit

invasion is vital for predicting where invasions are likely to occur, and for developing

strategies with which to conserve or enhance invasion resistance (Mack et al. 2000).

Disturbance has long been considered a major driver of invasion (Elton 1958) by

reducing competition and freeing resources (Davis et al. 2000). Disturbed landscapes

are typically more invaded than undisturbed (Hobbs 1989), and numerous experiments

have demonstrated direct effects of disturbance on invasibility in both terrestrial (e.g.

Burke & Grime 1996) and aquatic (e.g. Clark & Johnston 2005) environments.

However, disturbance can also affect species diversity. By removing species and

preventing monopolization by dominant competitors (Lubchenco 1978; Petraitis et al.

1989), disturbance can be a major regulator of diversity and is central to many models

of community organization (e.g. the intermediate disturbance hypothesis; Connell 1978;

Sousa 1979). Diversity can also influence invasibility, as more diverse communities

should leave fewer ecological niches vacant for invasion (Loreau & Hector 2001) and

are more likely to contain species that disproportionately contribute to invasion

resistance (Huston 1997). Disturbance can therefore affect invasion directly, by altering

the abiotic environment, or indirectly, by reducing native diversity.

The interrelatedness of disturbance, diversity and invasibility means that correlative

studies, such as those linking native and exotic richness, could find spurious

relationships because patterns in diversity and invasion are both driven by disturbance

(Stachowicz & Tilman 2005). Some suggest this may account for some of the

conflicting patterns in experimental and observational studies of the diversity–

invasibility relationship (Belote et al. 2008), a phenomenon now known as the �invasion

paradox� (Fridley et al. 2007). Reviews of the topic find that the diversity–invasibility

relationship is generally negative in experimental studies conducted at small spatial

scales, positive in observational surveys across large spatial scales, and shows mixed

patterns in observational surveys at small spatial scales, (Levine & D�Antonio 1999;

Fridley et al. 2007). One explanation for the paradox is that diversity reduces invasibility

at small spatial scales at which most interactions between individuals occur (Kennedy

et al. 2002), but a positive relationship emerges at large spatial scales due to the

covariation of diversity with extrinsic factors, such as propagule supply, disturbance or

favourable environmental conditions (Levine 2000; Shea & Chesson 2002). This theory

can account for the contrasting trends between small-scale experiments and large-scale

surveys, but not the mixed results of small-scale surveys (Fridley et al. 2007).

As well as differing in spatial scale, experiments and observational studies of the

diversity–invasibility relationship also differ in the temporal scale at which they consider

invasion. Experiments usually introduce an invader or invaders and monitor their

abundance over 1–4 years, which best captures the early stage of invasion. In contrast,

observational studies measure invaders that have inhabited an area for an unknown

period (perhaps decades or centuries), so these invaders may have persisted for some

time. If the factors or processes that determine the colonization of invaders are

different to those that determine their persistence, then this too may have contributed

to the invasion paradox. Disturbance, for example, is known to promote colonization

by freeing resources (Davis et al. 2000), but can also inflict mortality upon adults

(Pickett & White 1985). This means that disturbance might initially facilitate invasion,

but repeat disturbances may then reduce the long-term success of an invader. If the

disturbance–diversity relationship is stable through time, contrasting effects of

disturbance on invader colonization vs. persistence could create a temporal shift in

the diversity–invasibility relationship. The vast majority of studies examining the

diversity–invasibility relationship have tested for variation driven by spatial scale, but

few, if any, have experimentally tested for temporal change.

Our aim was to experimentally test for temporal change in the diversity–invasibility

relationship. We hypothesized that differential effects of disturbance on the early vs.

late stages of invasion could drive such a change, so we initiated an invasion event in

communities across a gradient of disturbance regimes. Such a test would be logistically

difficult to perform with slow-growing terrestrial plants where the persistence of

a species should be judged over years to decades, so temperate sessile marine

communities were used as a model system. Sessile marine communities are analogous

to plant communities in many key respects, as they are spatially structured communities

in which a diversity of species compete for limiting resources (Connell 1978; Valdivia

et al. 2005). However, ecological processes can occur at much faster rates in

these systems than in some terrestrial plants, permitting the study of invasion across

multiple temporal scales. Communities are never static (Butler & Connolly 1999), and

on cleared substrates they can change from tens of small solitary animals (per cm2) to

dominance by large solitary ascidians or single modular organisms in 6–18 months

(Karlson 1978).

We report an empirical test of the temporal nature of the diversity–invasibility

relationship using sessile marine communities. After growing communities for

10 months under a gradient of disturbance regimes, we supplied a controlled dose of

larvae of an invasive non-native bryozoan (Watersipora subtorquata, d�Orbigny 1842), and

measured the relationships between disturbance, invasion, diversity, biomass and

resource availability at multiple temporal scales. To our knowledge, this is the first

experimental study to detect clear temporal change in the diversity–invasibility

relationship.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Study site and experimental communities

This experiment was conducted with sessile marine communities grown under Kurnell

Pier in Botany Bay, NSW, Australia (34�00¢15¢¢ S, 151�12¢41¢¢ E). The site is well

flushed by tides and supports a diversity of sessile flora and fauna (Clark & Johnston

2005). Sixty settlement plates were cut from black Perspex, each measuring

11 · 11 · 0.5 cm. They were lightly sanded to facilitate settlement, and washed in

5% nitric acid for 24 h to remove trace metals. Fifteen settlement plates were attached

to the underside of each of four 60 · 60 cm grey PVC panels using marine grade

stainless steel fasteners. PVC panels were hung horizontally underneath the wharf at

depth of c. 2 m below low water mark in August 2006, and were left undisturbed for

6 months before manipulations began. Communities were grown on the underside of

panels to reduce light and sedimentation, which favoured communities dominated by

sessile invertebrates (Miller & Etter 2008).

Disturbance treatments

Settlement plates were randomly assigned to 1 of 10 disturbance regimes, which ranged

in spatial extent from 0 to 100%. Disturbance areas were defined by placing a 3 · 3

square grid over each plate, dividing each plate into 9 equal squares of 13.4 cm2 (Fig. 1).

We then used a stainless steel spatula to remove all organisms occurring under
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a designated number of squares, from zero (0%) to nine (100%). The positions of the

squares to be scraped were determined using a random number table. There were 6

replicate settlement plates in each of the 10 disturbance treatments. The spatial extent

of the disturbance was manipulated instead of disturbance frequency to avoid

confounding the disturbance regime with time since disturbance. Disturbance

treatments were performed every 8–10 weeks, commencing February 2007, for

10 months before the invader was introduced. A disturbance treatment was executed

6 days prior to the introduction of invaders, and the following disturbance occurred

8 weeks after the dose. Disturbance treatments continued for the duration of the

experiment.

Larval dosing the invader

In December 2007, we initiated an invasion event by supplying a controlled dose of

larvae of the invasive bryozoan, Watersipora subtorquata, to each community in the field.

W. subtorquata is considered native to the Caribbean-Atlantic but now displays a

cosmopolitan distribution (Mackie et al. 2006). For a detailed description of this

methodology, see Clark & Johnston (2005). Briefly, each settlement plate was

temporarily secured inside a 2-L plastic container (Fig. 1) in the field. The walls of the

containers were made of 250 lm nylon mesh, such that W. subtorquata larvae were

contained but water, food (microplankton) and waste could be exchanged with the

outside. There was a self-sealing opening in the lid, so larvae could be syringed into the

container but could not escape. Containers were installed 1 day prior to the larval dose,

although one face of each container was left open until immediately before the dose to

maintain ambient flow.

Source colonies of W. subtorquata were collected from Balmain, Port Jackson, NSW

(33�51¢12¢¢ S, 151�10¢25¢¢ E), 1 day prior to the larval dose. Colonies were kept in

aerated seawater overnight in the dark, and were transported to Kurnell Pier the morning

of the dose. Approximately 1 h after sunrise, colonies were placed in clear plastic

containers with local seawater and exposed to direct sunlight. Spawning commenced

within 10 min of exposure to light, and c. 2500 larvae were produced over 90 min. Thirty

free-swimming larvae were drawn into each syringe, and syringes were lowered to divers

in the water. Each container housing a settlement plate received 1 dose of 30 larvae, and

plates were dosed in haphazard order with respect to treatment. All settlement plates

were removed from their larval dosing containers after 24 h, reattached to their original

PVC panels and placed back in their original positions at 2 m depth.

Control settlement plates were interspersed amongst treatments to gauge the

effectiveness of the larval dose. These were unfouled settlement plates housed inside

larval dosing containers, some of which received a larval dose while others did

not (n = 7). Dosed controls were used to indicate the proportion of larvae likely

to settle in the absence of incumbents, and undosed controls indicated whether

natural recruitment of W. subtorquata occurred during this period. At the time of dosing,

W. subtorquata was present in the local area but was not visible on the experimental

plates.

Measuring invasion

We quantified the abundance of W. subtorquata 3 days, 3 months and 6 months after the

larval dose. At the first census (day 3), we recorded the number of single-zooid

W. subtorquata colonies on each plate that were visible through a dissecting microscope.

All W. subtorquata colonies observed were single zooids, which was most likely a result of

the larval dose and not natural recruitment. For the 3 and 6 month censuses, we digitally

photographed all plates and measured the two-dimensional area occupied by

W. subtorquata using image analysis software Image J 1.38 (Abramoff et al. 2004). Each

census was conducted c. 2 weeks after a disturbance treatment. We quantified growth

rates of the invader over the first 6 weeks of invasion by measuring the dry weight of

W. subtorquata colonies removed during the first post-invasion disturbance (8 weeks after

inoculation). Colonies that were removed whole were de-fouled, rinsed in freshwater

and oven dried before being weighed.

Community census

Species richness and bare space were estimated at each census time. Species richness

was enumerated by counts of species identified in images, excluding organisms

< 1 mm2. Bare space was estimated by superimposing a 100-point grid over an image

of each plate, and counting the number of points occurring over bare space. Biomass

was measured as the wet weight of each assemblage at the first census (day 3 post-

invasion).

Data analyses

Least squares linear regressions were used to test for relationships between variables.

Most tests were conducted with data from three times after inoculation: 3 days,

3 months and 6 months. Although some independent variables were considered

random (e.g. species richness), we were mainly interested in testing the null hypotheses

that b = 0 rather than estimating true slopes, hence least squares regression was suitable

for this purpose (Quinn & Keough 2002). We used partial correlations to test for

intrinsic effects of diversity on invasion, holding disturbance levels constant. Residual

plots were used to inspect homogeneity of variance, and square-root transformation of

the dependent variable improved homogeneity where appropriate. Linear regressions

were performed using software SYSTAT v.12 and partial correlations were done in JMP

v.5.0.1.

RESULTS

Effects of disturbance

The number of invaders present 3 days after inoculation increased linearly with

disturbance (Fig. 2; Table 1). After 3 months, there was no relationship between

disturbance and invader abundance, and after 6 months the relationship was negative

(Fig. 2; Table 1). Invaders in high-disturbance treatments grew faster than those in low

disturbance treatments during the first 6 weeks of invasion, showing a significant

positive relationship between disturbance intensity and the �(dry weight) of colonies

(r2 = 0.121, F1,53 = 7.29, P = 0.009, n = 55). Species richness showed a negative linear

relationship to disturbance at all three census times (Fig. 2; Table 1). Resource

availability was positively related to disturbance at each census, although the

relationship was weakest at 3 months (Fig. 2; Table 1). Biomass showed a strong

negative relationship to disturbance 3 days after invasion (r2 = 0.529, F1,53 = 59.59,

P < 0.001, n = 55).

Diversity–invasibility relationship

The direction of the diversity–invasibility relationship changed over the course of the

experiment. The relationship was negative 3 days after inoculation, neutral after 3 months

and positive after 6 months (Fig. 3; Table 2). When disturbance was held constant, partial

correlations found that diversity was negatively related to invader abundance 3 days after

inoculation (r = )0.271, P = 0.048, n = 55). The correlation coefficient was also

negative at 3 months (r = )0.081, P = 0.558, n = 55) and 6 months (r = )0.155,

P = 0.264, n = 53), but there was not a significant relationship at either time.

Larval dosing efficiency

There was an average of 6.8 ± 0.8 (SE) W. subtorquata recruits on control (unfouled)

plates, representing 23% ± 2.5 (SE) of the dose. There were no W. subtorquata recruits

on undosed controls, hence natural recruitment during this period was low.

Figure 1 Schematic illustration of disturbance treatments and larval dosing apparatus.
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DISCUSSION

In the presence of a disturbance regime, the diversity–invasibility relationship changed

through time. Invaders best colonized communities in high-disturbance conditions,

but best persisted in communities in low-disturbance conditions. As diversity was

negatively related to disturbance throughout the experiment, temporal change in the

effects of disturbance on invasion resulted in temporal change in the correlation

between diversity and invasion. To our knowledge, this is the first time that a

temporal change in the diversity–invasibility relationship has been experimentally

observed.

The same factor that facilitated initial invasion later inhibited the invaders�
persistence, suggesting that: (1) the colonization and persistence of invaders are

governed by different processes and (2) the role of some factors can change throughout

the invasion process. Similar temporal dynamics may result from herbivory (Maron &

Vila 2001), predation (Juliano et al. 2010) and physical disturbance (Clark & Johnston

2009), as all have the potential to free resources and promote colonization (Davis et al.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Disturbance

Figure 2 Effects of disturbance on invasion (a–c), diversity (d–f) and resource availability (g–i). Each relationship is given at three times following introduction of the invader. Solid lines indicate

significant relationships (P < 0.05). Details of linear relationships are given in Table 1.

Table 1 Linear regressions of disturbance on invader abundance, diversity and resource availability, at three times after inoculation

Predictor Response Time since inoculation Slope F d.f. P r2

Disturbance Invader abundance 3 days 0.50 12.10 1, 53 0.001 0.19

3 months )0.24 0.31 1, 53 0.581 0.01

6 months* )3.63 28.70 1, 51 <0.001 0.36

Disturbance Diversity

(species richness)

3 days )1.23 438.01 1, 53 <0.001 0.89

3 months )0.22 102.23 1, 53 <0.002 0.66

6 months* )0.92 235.18 1, 51 <0.001 0.82

Disturbance Resource availability (bare space) 3 days 10.76 2341.36 1, 53 <0.001 0.98

3 months 0.48 4.90 1, 53 0.031 0.09

6 months* 6.54 204.92 1, 51 <0.001 0.80

Bold face denotes significant P-value (P < 0.05).

*Indicates � transformation of dependent variable.
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2000), but can also cause adult mortality to hinder persistence. Invaders that are

resistant to the disturbance which initially facilitated their entry may be amongst the

most problematic and persistent, as their cycle of immigration and extinction may be

broken and replaced by unchecked immigration. In our experiment no species was

resistant to the physical disturbance, but such resistance would presumably accelerate

invasion and decrease the temporal shift in the diversity–invasibility relationship.

Implications for the invasion paradox

Differential effects of disturbance at the various stages of invasion could influence

patterns in short- and long-term studies. Such a mechanism may have contributed to

the invasion paradox if experiments generally measure invasion over shorter time scales

than surveys. Thus, the invasion paradox may comprise both spatial and temporal

components. Spatial components arise because intrinsic effects of diversity are stronger

at smaller spatial scales (Shea & Chesson 2002), but an additional temporal component

may arise from the time taken for invaders to shift from patches that favour

colonization to patches that favour persistence. Dietz & Edwards (2006) have proposed

a similar mechanism whereby invaders first establish in disturbed areas before using

genetic potential to adapt to new conditions and spread to a variety of other habitats.

Marine larvae can travel large distances but face barriers to population connectivity at

much smaller scales (Marshall et al. 2010), hence genetic adaptation in marine systems

may be more important to range expansions than previously thought. Our results

suggest that over small scales differential effects of disturbance through time may be a

sufficient driver of temporal change in the diversity–invasibility relationship rather than

a need for genetic adaptation, although both mechanisms could be important.

If invaders use high-disturbance patches as �stepping stones� into less penetrable but

more environmentally benign patches, this may influence the likely life-history traits of

invaders and the spatial scale at which invasion should be measured. Such a strategy

would suit rapidly reproducing species which could colonize, reproduce and disperse

before a subsequent disturbance event. These are typical traits of many invasive species

(Elton 1958; Murray & Phillips 2010). Although these invaders would typically

disappear from small patches during a disturbance or periodically throughout

succession, a meta-population could still persist at a landscape scale. This represents

a limitation of small-scale experiments that consider an invasion to fail if species are

eliminated from a patch, as rapid small-scale redistribution may be a key strategy of

invaders with high fecundity.

Importantly, we measured the diversity–invasibility relationship in the context of a

single species of invader that was introduced at a single time. While previous studies

have also used invader abundance to quantify invasibility (e.g. Stachowicz et al. 2002),

others have measured the diversity of invaders or the ratio of native to exotic species

(Fridley et al. 2007). The success of a single invader is likely to be correlated with the

success of multiple invaders, but both positive and negative interactions amongst

invaders (e.g. Floerl et al. 2004) can influence overall invasibility and introduce a range

of complexities (Simberloff & Von Holle 1999). An ongoing supply of invader

propagules could also produce different results to those observed here, because

if invaders repeatedly colonize disturbed patches then their abundance will be partially

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 3 Relationships between invasion and diversity (a–c), and invasion and resource availability (d–f). Each relationship is given at three times following introduction of the invader. Solid lines

indicate significant relationships (P < 0.05). Details of linear relationships are given in Table 2.

Table 2 Linear regressions of diversity and resource availability on invader abundance, at three times after inoculation

Predictor Response Time since inoculation Slope F d.f. P r2

Diversity (species richness) Invader abundance 3 days )0.44 16.15 1, 53 <0.001 0.24

3 months 0.05 0.01 1, 53 0.918 <0.01

6 months* 2.95 16.42 1, 51 <0.001 0.24

Resource availability (bare space) Invader abundance 3 days 0.05 11.17 1, 53 0.002 0.17

3 months )0.19 0.55 1, 53 0.460 0.01

6 months* )0.53 34.56 1, 51 <0.001 0.40

Bold face denotes significant P-value (P < 0.05).

*Indicates � transformation of dependent variable.
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decoupled from the fate of adults. Generally, temporal change in the diversity–

invasibility relationship should be dependent upon the temporal patchiness in

recruitment relative to the frequency of disturbance. The magnitude of temporal

change should be inversely proportional to propagule supply, but positively related to

disturbance frequency. Propagule pressure and disturbance frequency both vary

spatially due to natural and anthropogenic factors (Clark & Johnston 2009), potentially

adding further spatiotemporal variation to the diversity–invasibility relationship.

Future studies may be able to partition the spatial vs. temporal drivers of the

invasion paradox in this and other systems. We used sessile marine communities as a

convenient model system, but it may also be possible to test for effects of temporal

scale on the diversity–invasibility relationship in slower growing plants. If the range of

an invader is expanding, individuals found towards the edge of the range should have

established later than those at the epicentre. Temporal variation in the effects of

disturbance (or other factors) may therefore produce variation in the diversity–

invasibility relationship with distance from the epicentre. Surveys at multiple spatial

scales at multiple distances from the epicentre could potentially partition the spatial and

temporal components of invasion paradox, and some such datasets may already exist.

Effects of disturbance on invasibility and diversity

Two ways in which disturbance could have increased initial invasion in this study are

by: (1) freeing resources and (2) reducing competition or predation by incumbents.

Resource availability in the form of bare space increased in proportion to disturbance,

and showed a strong positive relationship to invasion. Some authors consider resource

availability the principal causal agent governing invasibility (Davis et al. 2000), a view

supported by previous studies in this (Clark & Johnston 2005) and other systems

(Burke & Grime 1996; Davis & Pelsor 2001). Interestingly, however, both disturbance

and diversity explained slightly more variation in invader colonization than bare space

alone. Resource requirements may therefore be more complex than just bare space, and

might include other factors that vary with disturbance and diversity, such as food

availability (Buss 1986) and structural heterogeneity (Heck & Westone 1977). Other

recent studies have focused on the potential importance of disturbance in the diversity–

invasibility relationship and tested for its effects. Belote et al. (2008) experimentally

created a disturbance gradient in oak-dominated forests, and measured native and non-

native richness before and after the disturbance. They found little or no relationship

between diversity and invasion prior to the disturbance, but both native and non-native

species readily colonized disturbed areas to create a positive relationship post-

disturbance.

The temporal shift in the effects of disturbance on invasion in this experiment was

likely driven by resource provision facilitating recruitment, followed by disturbance-

induced mortality impeding persistence. However, other more subtle mechanisms that

covary with time since invasion may also contribute to temporal dynamics. For

example, disturbance may impose differential effects throughout the invasion process

simply due to change in the body or colony size of invaders. Early recruits are smaller

targets than adults so are less likely to encounter non-selective disturbances, or may

escape selective disturbances (e.g. predation by fish) by finding refuge in a larger

assemblage. As such, invaders may be afforded protection from disturbance when they

first arrive, but become increasingly vulnerable to disturbance through time. The

importance of this mechanism will depend upon the spatial extent and frequency of

disturbances relative to the size and growth rate of the invaders. We suggest that it

played a secondary role in this experiment as we observed heavy mortality of early

recruits in the high-disturbance treatments, but it may be more important in other

scenarios.

The negative monotonic relationship we observed between disturbance and diversity

was the most common pattern found in a recent review of experimental effects of

disturbance on diversity (Hughes et al. 2007). It is typical of unsaturated communities in

which competitive exclusion or other interspecific interactions do not significantly

influence species composition (Stohlgren et al. 2008). Even if the disturbance–diversity

relationship displayed other functions, however, we might still expect a positive

diversity–invasibility relationship in the long term if similar processes affected both

diversity and invasibility. The temporal change that we describe can therefore be

generalized as a shift from factors that favour colonization to factors that favour

persistence. In this sense, our view approximates a combination of the theory of

fluctuating resource availability (Davis et al. 2000) for invader colonization, with the

theory of biotic acceptance (Stohlgren et al. 2006) for invader persistence.

Effects of diversity on invasibility

We found some evidence for intrinsic effects of diversity on invasibility, as invader

colonization decreased with diversity when disturbance levels were held constant. This

result should be interpreted cautiously as we did not directly manipulate diversity, but

provides some evidence that diversity itself may confer invasion resistance (Naeem et al.

2000). Stachowicz et al. (2002) showed that the species richness of colonial ascidians

reduced invasibility because different species experienced population fluctuations at

different times, hence a diversity of species was better able to maintain space

occupation through time. This mechanism cannot explain the pattern in this study,

however, as we detected the effect at a single point in time and space availability was

approximately equal between samples.

The invasion resistance found here may therefore represent a sampling effect, where

more diverse communities are more likely to contain species that strongly influence

ecosystem function (Huston 1997). In marine invertebrate systems, sampling effects

may occur if diverse assemblages contain more species that are effective predators of

larvae (Cowden et al. 1984) or dominant in overgrowth interactions (Buss 1986).

Alternatively, the intrinsic effects of diversity may be due to species complementarity,

which occurs when species partition resource use to leave fewer vacant niches (Loreau

& Hector 2001). This may have arisen if a greater diversity of growth forms better pre-

empted cryptic microhabitats (Stachowicz et al. 2008). Experiments that control each

factor separately are needed to properly disentangle the contributions of these factors.

CONCLUSIONS

This study shows that the factors controlling invasibility can change throughout the

invasion process, which can lead to temporal change in the diversity–invasibility

relationship. Few studies in this field recognize the potential importance of temporal

effects, but we suggest that they be taken into consideration when interpreting

experimental and observational invasion studies.
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